Ms. Hind Nejbah is a Project Manager for the Social and Economic Inclusion of Youth and Women in the Economic and Environment Justice Program at Oxfam. In this role, she develops and designs a variety of employability and entrepreneurship projects for women and youth, and facilitates capacity building exercises with civil society organizations and private sector partners. Hind holds a master’s degree in Social Innovations and Management of the Social Economy from the Faculty of Economic and Social Juridical Studies in Casablanca, and various certificates in leadership and development. Previously, Hind worked at Amideast Morocco as a Cooperative Development Program Officer and as an Exchange Program Host Family Coordinator & Training Manager.

**Professional Goals**

Hind aims to become a specialist in social and economic inclusion for women and youth, and to continue improving her networking abilities to ensure the sharing of best practices in this field. In the future, Hind plans to launch a project that will benefit vulnerable youth and women by providing them with trainings and tools to become financially independent.

**Professional Fellows Program Objectives**

Through the Professional Fellow’s Program, Hind aims to develop her skills as a leader in development, and social and economic inclusion spheres. She hopes to build sustainable partnerships to support her goal of addressing inequality through social entrepreneurship. Finally, she hopes to learn best practices, challenges, and success stories that she can incorporate into a toolbox for use by colleagues, partners, allies, civil society and other stakeholders in her community.